
 

 
 

Dear Farmer – you, yes YOU, are the key part of the climate change solution! 
 

European Carbon Farmers is on a mission of putting each European farmer at the centre of climate change 
mitigation efforts. What drives us is a vision that in the near future the agricultural sector in the EU will be 
fully emissions regulated. So, if you are a farmer and you are net emitter of GHG, you will have to pay for 
what you are emitting. If we would be in such a scenario right now, most of the European farms are out of 
business. This is the scenario, we are trying to prevent. 
 

As practicing farmers 
we do understand what 
farming within tighter 
and tighter regulatory 
framework is like. Being 
mindful of where the 
policy is going, we have 
decided to transition 
from conventional to 
regenerative 
agriculture. Now we are 
a happy, profitable and 
climate-smart farm. We 
would like each 
European farmer to 
share our story before regulation will force him to do so. 
 

Our proposition for encouraging this proactive shift in the paradigm of agriculture is through introducing 
agricultural carbon credits in the European Union, starting with Poland. As part of the mechanism smart 
company, which aims for emissions neutrality, is paying the farmer for efforts in capturing and storing 
additional carbon in his agricultural soil through two key practices of regenerative agriculture: permanent 
soil cover with crops and reduction of tillage. 

 

If you are a farmer interested in developing carbon farming 
practices on your farm to store additional carbon and get paid 
for your efforts, please register your interest via the on-line 
form here. 
 

If you are a representative of a smart company aiming for 
emission neutrality, we are here for you to discuss how 
agricultural carbon credits can help you achieve your goals. 
 
If you are a representative of a regulator – agricultural 
regulator, or economy’s emissions regulator – we would love 
to speak with you regarding designing regulations, which 
unleash agriculture’s potential in mitigating climate change. 
 

We are looking froward to the future, which starts now! 
 
https://www.europeancarbonfarmers.com/ 
info@EuropeanCarbonFarmers.com  
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